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Peer-reviewed papers from the International Baltic Conference on Magnetism: focus on 
biomedical aspects (IBCM-2015) formed this special issue of Physics Procedia. IBCM-2015 was 
organized in Svetlogorsk, Kaliningrad region, Russian Federation during August 30–September 
03, 2015. Both Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University (IKBFU, Kaliningrad, Russia) and Ural 
Federal University named after the first President of Russia B.N. Yeltsin (UrFU, Yekaterinburg, 
Russia) co-organized this international event. IKBFU and URFU vice-rectors for science – Prof. 
Arteom V. Yurov and Prof. Vladimir V. Kruzhaev – took a special care of the International 
Baltic Conference. 
The IBCM-2015 was the first scientific event in Russia fully dedicated to interdisciplinary 
problems of biomagnetism and biomedical applications of different magnetic materials. The 
scientific program of the IBCM-2015 included contributions related to different areas close to 
biomedical applications. Physicists, engineers, biologists, chemists and biophysicists discussed 
the relevant topics: 
- Magnetic materials for biomedical applications 
- Manipulation of nanoparticles. Tweezers 
- Hyperthermia 
- Drug delivery 
- MRI 
- Bio-sensors 
- Simulation Methods  
- Teaching biomagnetism 
 The world-level researches and early career scientists from Asia, Europe South and North 
America representing 13 countries contributed to the scientific program with invited talks, oral 
reports and poster presentations during the IBCM-2015.  
The scientific discussions and fruitful exchange of opinions in a friendly atmosphere of 
Baltic sea-side provided the success of the conference. Exchange of ideas continued during 
coffee brakes, lunches and site seeing of the beautiful places sharpened by the Baltic Sea natural 
attractions. In this atmosphere new collaborations were born and the old ones become stronger.  
Following areas were the subject of special discussions: development of new methods or 
improving of existing methods of treatment (local NMR spectroscopy in biomedical 
investigations, MRI and Hyperthermia applications, targeted drug delivery etc.), development 
and study of properties of biocompatible materials (nanospheres, core-shell or hybrid 
nanoparticles, nanodiscs, nanowires, nanotubes and composites), development and creation of 
novel sensitive elements for diagnostics, drug delivery and “in vitro” controls, novel ways of 
single cells and nanoparticles manipulation, etc.  
Our pleasure was to welcome the Distinguished Lecture of IEEE Magnetic Society given 
by Prof. Bethanie Stadler “Magnetic nanowires: revolutionizing hard drives, RAM, and cancer 
treatment”, as an honorary lecturer at the IBCM-2015 in the framework of her IEEE visits of 
Kaliningdad (Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University), Ekaterinburg (Ural Federal University 
named after the first President of Russia B.N. Yeltsin) and Moscow (M.V. Lomonosov Moscow 
State University).  
We would like to thank all participants for their significant contribution to the scientific 
success of the IBCM-2015. We kindly acknowledge all members of the Organizing and Program 
committees for their sincere participation and excellent work. On behalf of all Russian 
participants we are very grateful to Russian Foundation for Basic Research for its financial 
support of the IBCM. We propose to extend this experience and organize the conference on 
biomagnetism and biomedical applications of different magnetic materials held on the shores of 
the Baltic Sea on permanent basis each two years.   
We sincerely hope that readers of this special issue will enjoy its scientific content. We 
really appreciate the efforts of all Reviews which allowed us to select the works for the issue. 
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